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On 13 March, Maria Damanaki, Member of the EC in charge of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, presented a
proposal to improve the planning of maritime activities at sea and the management of coastal areas. The proposal
– which takes the form of a draft directive – aims to establish a common European framework for maritime spatial
planning and integrated coastal management in EU Member States, with a view to ensuring that the growth of
maritime and coastal activities and the use of resources at sea and on coasts remain sustainable. Human and
economic activities such as offshore wind energy, submarine cable and pipeline routes, shipping, fishing and
aquaculture are increasing in marine waters and coastal areas, but too little coordination can lead to competition
for space and pressure on valuable resources. The proposed action will require Member States to map these
activities in maritime spatial plans in order to make more efficient use of seas, and develop coastal management
strategies that will coordinate measures across the different policy areas that apply to activities in coastal zones.
Respecting the minimum requirements proposed by the Directive, Member States will need to ensure that their
maritime planning and coastal management supports sustainable growth, while involving relevant stakeholders
and cooperating with neighboring states. The coherent application of maritime spatial planning and integrated
coastal management should improve coordination between land- and sea-based activities. Better coordination
would bring benefits in areas such as, for example, the connection of offshore wind installations to energy grids
on land, or work on infrastructure to protect coastlines against erosion and climate change that also affects
activities in coastal waters
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SOUNDBITE (in English) Maria Damamnaki: So this
proposal is about blue economy which is growing very
rapidly. I am not referring only to maritime transport on
which we are relying more and more for our external
trade, I am also referring to emerging sectors of blue
economy. For example, I can say that cruise tourism has
been tripled in the last decade. And by 2020, offshore
wind energy is expected to growth by 30%. At the same
time, our coasts face many threats, not only from climate
change and natural hazards but also the intensive use we
make of them. This is also threatening their sustainability.
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SOUNDBITE (in English) Maria Damamnaki: What is the
purpose of our initiative? We have to make sure that we
can provide optimal conditions for the sustainable
development of new business and we can leave enough
space for the businesses that already there. At the same
time, we have to preserve the environment. This is the
aim of this new directive. How are we going to do it? First,
we ask the Member States to have they own plan, their
maps and their maritime special plans and develop
coastal management strategies. This will give more
certainty to economic investors. .Second, we are
proposing to the Member States to cooperate between
themselves.
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SOUNDBITE (in English) Maria Damamnaki: And third,
we are going to apply a efficient approach, so the new
rules will lead to simplification and coast saying for the
administration as well as, the investors.
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